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zen, we should try to do it. That is why 
I would like to keep alive the discussion 
of the importance of volunteer forces in 
this area. I hope that we can devise some 
means to do it. I hope i! we do this will 
improve negotiations between the col-
leges and the rest of the country, and 
may perhaps lead to a lowering of the 
temperature, even in the ivY leagues, be-
cause our "elites" in this country are stu-
dents, and our affluent who should be 
happy are actually the most discontented 
of all our citizens. 
I think we might remove one of the 
root causes of that alleged discontent 
and then see what continues to bug 
them, and perhaps we can get to the 
treatment of whatever is the underlying 
cause of the ferment if we remove some 
of what are clearly the external and visi-
ble irritations. 
I hope we give careful consideration to 
this suggestion. It does not bear an ideo-
logical mark; it was suggested as re-
cently as yesterday by Mr. Buckley, a 
conservative columnist, and it has been 
suggested by liberals and moderates. I 
think chiet1y it is being suggested by peo-
ple who are wondering what has gone 
wrong with today's youth, and in their 
search for means-by which we might ease 
the exasperations. This is one of the 
Clay, and another was a Member of the 
First Congress. 
John Kunkel was a very distinguished 
man, indeed, Who wa.a '\lel"Y much be-
loved by all his -colleagues. We Join in 
extending our condolences to hls widow, 
Kitty, and the family, ia saying the last 
sad goodbye to a friend. 
RECESS 
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I ask unan-
imous consent that the Senate stand in 
recess, subject to the eall of the Chair. 
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
pore. Without objection, it is so ordered. 
Thereupon, at 10:29 a.m., the Senate 
took a recess subject to the call of the 
Chair. 
At 10:41 p.m., the Senate reassembled 
when called to order by the Acting Pres-
ident pro tempore <Mr. ALLEN). . 
Mr .. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the distin-
guished Senator from Nebraska (Mr. 
HRUSKA) and I be permitted to proceed 
for an indeterminate period of time dur-
ing morning hour. 
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
pore. Is there objection? Without objec-
tion, it is so ordered. · 
proposals which has surfaced and which .... ---~ 
I think deserves careful consideration. INSPECTION OF IMPORTED 
MESSAGE FROl'.1 THE HOUSE 
A message from the House of Repre 
sentatives, by Mr. Bartlett, one of its 
reading clerks, communicated to the 
Senate the intelligence of tht death of 
Hon. Michael J. Kirwan, late a Repre-
sentative from the State of Ohio, and 
transmitted the resolutions of the House 
thereon. 
ENROLLED BILL SIG:t-.""ED 
The message also Lnnounced that the 
Speaker had affixed his signature to the 
enrolled bill (S. 2601) to reorganize the 
courts of the District of Columbia, to 
revise the procedures for handling ju-
veniles in the District )f Columbia, to 
codify title 23 of the District of Colum-
bia Code, and for other purposes, and it 
was signed by the Acting President pro 
tempore (Mr. ALLEN). 
DEATH OF MICHAEL J . KIRWAN, 
REPRESENTATIVE FROM OHIO 
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I know 
the Senate joins in sorrow for the death 
of the distinguished d.ean of the Ohio 
delegation, Representative Kirwan, of 
Ohio, and with whom I served in the 
House of Representatives. 
DEATH OF JOHN KUNKEL, FORMER 
REPRESENTATIVE FROM PENN-
SYLVANIA . 
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I yester-
da!' 'Prought news o~ the death of another 
former colleague, the Honorable John 
G. Kunkel, of Pennsylvania, grandson 
and great-grandson of many Members 
of Congress, one of whom ran on the 
ticket for vice president with Heney 
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the 
well-known columnists, Roscoe and 
Geoffrey Drummond, in one of their 
columns of recent date, headlined "Is 
Hruska Beef Bill for Health or Protec-
tionism?" referred to "special-interest 
Congressmen" who "are going to fan-
tastit: lengths to take advantage of the 
high protectionist madness now grip-
ping both the House and the Senate." 
That is a direct' quotation from the 
Drummonds' article. 
They also say that: 
Polltlclans are llnlng up to hand out the 
gooclies, and they see votes at home when 
they do. 
Again quoting the Drummonds: 
Just when you think that the worst Is 
~ver, it Isn't. Something more comes out of 
the legislative factory now running at high 
speed for no good purpose and olled for the 
coming elections. 
And who Is fashioning the latest l:Yit of 
high-protectionism gone oorserk? None other 
than two of the normally most thoughtful 
and careful men in the Senate-the pres-
tigious liberal majority leader, Mike Mans-
field of Montana, and the distinguished Re-
publican conservative, Roman Hruska. of 
Nebraska. 
They are proposing a restrictive trade 
measure which shows wha.t can happen when 
two usually reasonable and responsible men 
get caught up In the home-Industry, pro-
tectionist manta on the eve of a congres-
sional election. 
Mr. President, I assume that what the 
Drummonds are referring to is a bill 
(S. 3942), which was introduced by me 
some weeks ago, to provide for thorough 
health and sanitation inspection of all 
livestock products imported into the 
United States, and for other purposes. 
That bill has nothing to do with im-
ports PC!' se, but it does have a great dr.al · 
to do with endeavoring to make im-
ported meat as sanitary, as healthful, 
and as safe as that produced by our do-
mestic producers. 
I appeared before the Committee on 
the Judiciary under date of July 16. I 
ask unanimous consent that my testi-
mony at that time be printed in the 
RECORD. 
There being no objection, the testi-
mony was ordered' to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 
STATEMENT OJ' SENATOR MIKE MANSPIELD: 
S, 3942-INSPECTION oF IMPORTED MEATs, 
JULY 16, 1970 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of 
the Committee, for this opportunity to ap-
pear before you In behalf o! my blll, S. 8942, 
on Inspection of Imported meat. 
There Is nothing more Important .to con-
summ·s and to those who produce meat In 
this country-and we have both in Mon-
tana-than the maintenance of absolute con-
fidence In the purity, wholeeomeness and 
sanitary quallty of the meat and animal 
products offered consumers. 
Per capita consumption of beef haa grown 
from 85 pounds in 1960 to 110 pounds last 
ye:.r, and o! all meats from 161 pounds to 183 
pounds per person. The Department of Agri-
culture Is forecasting continued growth, and 
this Is all because American consumers have 
confidence In our system o! Inspection and, 
therefore, in the quality of the meat allowed 
to be offered to the public at stores. 
In recent years, when proof was offered 
that some slipshod practices existed In han-
dling of meat, Congress has promptly pro-
vided for poultry Inspection and for im-
proved meat Inspection. We have voted the 
most rlgld requirements considered desirable 
on our own meat packing and processing es-
tablishments, and we have voted to require 
that meat Imported into the United States 
be produced under equally sanitary condi-
tions so it will meet standards of wholesome-
ness equal to ours. 
My confidence In the quality and thor-
oughness of Inspection o! Imported meat 
was shaken when Dr. Johl). Melcher, a Mon-
tana veterinarian who was elected to Con-
gress just a year ago at a special election, 
described to me what he had learned as a 
result of a personal Investigation Into the 
nature of our Inspection of foreign meat 
plants and of meat as It comes Into the 
United States. 
We have only 14 or 15 men who travel the 
globe to make sure that more than 1,100 
foreign packing plants are designed and 
operated to meet our sanitation ' require-
ments, and that the day-to-day Inspection of 
meat as It moves down the packing house 
lines Is equal to the inspection standards and 
requirements we maintain. The annual re-
port of the inspection branch at USDA shows 
that one of these men frequently inspects 
three plants a day, which certainly Isn't 
much of an Inspection of the plant, the pre-
mortem and post-mortem procedures, the 
boning, cooking or freezing, packing and 
handling of meat destined for the United 
'states. In his hour or two visit, he cannot. 
of course, assure himselt that there Is pre-
mortem examination of all animals butcher-
ed around the year, or that there is thorough 
post-mortem inspection of every carcass on 
the packing line 365 days a year-that has to 
be taken on faith that the governments In 
Central and South America, Oceania, Eu-
rope and the East all provide rigid day-to-dJly 
Inspection equal to ours . 
We run a. check on the results of the in-
spection on foreign plants when meat ar-
rives In the United States. The equlvalent of 
about 76 man years Is devoted to sampling 
the 1.6 billion pounds of_meat shipped to us 
to make sure that the defects in lit do not 
exceed certa.ln tolerances: one minor defect 
·per 30 pounds, one maJor defect per 400 
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pounds, and one critical ,~.(e.ct per 4,000 
pounds. Congressman Melcher wUI dlscUIIII 
th£lee defe::ts and their cl8o118111.catlon. 
It Is my understandlng-1Uld If It Is not 
correct we should make It s<>-that as JJ).eat 
moves down processing lines In an American 
packing plant, If any defect is discovered 
which a1fects the absolute wholeoomenees of 
a piece of meat, that piece of meat IB pulled 
off the line and the defect eliminated or the 
meat "tanked" aJld removed completely from 
any possibility of human use. 
The bUl which I Introduced In the Senate, 
a companion to Congressman Melcheor's H.R. 
17444, provides for thorough Inspection of 
all animal products Imported Into the United 
Statee, and that means piece by piece In-
spection, after thawing, of the fresh and 
frozen meat which arrives at our ports of 
entry. 
We cannot provide hundreds or even thou-
sands of United States Inspectors In foreign 
plants to matntaln dally vigilance over meat 
produced In each of them which may be 
shipped to us. We can Inspect theee prod-
ucts thoroughly which are offered for our 
markets, and that IB what the bill proposes 
be done. 
I am concerned about the volume of meat 
and anima.! products being Imported Into 
the United States. Unregulated, It can have 
extremely serious consequences for our do-
mestic producers, upon whom we must rely 
for the great bulk of our meat, da.iry prod-
ucts and other animal foods. We deal with 
the problem of volume In separate Import 
quota legislation. I authored the Meat Im-
port LlloW of 1965. 
This question of thorough Inspection Is a 
separate question, just as Important as any 
Import quota, for failure to guarantee Ameri-
can consumers that Imported meat-which 
Is mixed with our own In ground and proc-
essed products and Is unidentifiable as Im-
ported meat except In rare Instances where 
It comes In In consumer packages--Is abso-
lutely wholerome and sanitary can deetroy 
"onftdence In the meat and a.nJ.mal products 
on the shelves and In the coolers of our 
stores. 
Congressman Melcher will testify today. As 
a veterinarian he can discuss with you In 
some detail the existing Inspection proce-
dures, and such problems as the failure of 
Australia to eliminate certain defects In ship-
ments to us. This aspect of the problem Is 
very technical and I defer to my colleague, 
Dr. Melcher, who Is a very thorough person. 
At least, we have found him to be as a 
veterinarian In Forsyth, Montana; as a Con-
gressional candidate from the Second Dis-
trict, and as a Congressman. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. I also ask unani-
mous consent that a statement of Rep-
resentative JoHN MELCHER of the Sec-
ond District of Montana before the com-
mittee on the same date be printed in 
the RECORD at this point. 
There being no objection, the state-
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 
STATEMENT BY CONGRESSMAN JOHN MELCHER: 
IMPORTED MEAT INSPJCCTION 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members 
of the Committee, tor this opportunity to 
discuss the pending bills for Improvement 
of the Inspection of Imported meat and ani-
mal products. 
I have Introduced In the House of Rep-
resentatives, H.R. 17444. The Manatl.eld and 
Burdick bills, S. 3942 and S. 8987 are the same. 
The b111 was an outgrowth of my concern, as 
a veterinarian as well as a citizen, about 
both the safety from a health standpoint and 
the wholesomeness and sanitation of meat 
coming Into the United States. I made con-
siderable Inquiry Into the situation. On 
April 15, I addressed the House on the sub-
ject and on May 5, Introduced H.R. 17444. 
I have subsequently put Into the House Rec-
ord an &rtlcle trom a Melbourne, Australia 
paper, reporting a discussion of the Inade-
quacy of meat 1nspectlon and prooedures In 
that country during a meeting of their Parll-
ment. Also, an &rtlcle trom the Western Live-
stock Reporter, published at Bllllngs, Mon-
tana, Indicating that there Is colll5lderable 
American capital behind expansion of the 
livestock Industry In that country;· American 
Interests are acquiring land there In large 
tracts and there are indications that the 
Australian native citizens are not entirely 
happy about it. 
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I 
will file copies of these past statements for 
your hearing record. 
I would !Ike to make clear at the outset 
that, while I am concerned &bout the volume 
of meat, dairy and honey Imports Into the 
United States, the problem of adequa.te in-
spection of what doee come Is separate from 
any quota problem. If there Is a relationship 
between volume of Imports and Inspection, 
as distinct from economic consideration In-
volved In Imports, then it Ia that quantity 
should be geared or regulated to the volume 
we are equipped to certify for sanitary pro-
duction and to thoroughly Inspect before 
use In this country. 
Certainly this Is no time to expand and 
enlarge quotas; we need first to make sure 
of the safety, wholeeomenesa and sanitation 
of what we are getting, for It Is presently 
questionable. 
The bill I Introduced calls for "thorough 
examination and inspection" of animal prod-
ucts, Including "all fresh or frozen or chilled 
meats after thawing" and before use in this 
country. The language Is intended to cause 
the Secretary of Agriculture and others con-
cerned-Including those of us In Congress--
to look not only at the adequacy of our In-
spection of fresh and frozen meat but also 
dairy products, oooked and canned meats-
the whole list of animal product lmporte and 
be certain that they meet proper standards. 
The phrll.'!e "thorough examination and In-
spection" hM been used because some 
latitude Is necessary as to Inspection of vari-
ous products: cheese, butter, da.lry mixes, 
e~gs and canned meat products, but It Is 
the Intention of the author of the bill that, 
In the case of meats, "thorough examination 
and Inspection" means piece-by-piece In-
spection of all chilled and uncooked meat, 
piece by piece insoectlon of cooked meat 
which arrives here In papeT or plastic wrap-
pers, piece by piece Inspection of meat In 
bulk cans after they are opened and before 
use, and at least a thorough sampling of the 
contents of consumer packages, including 
canned meats. 
If legislative history to that effect Isn't 
enough to make It binding, then the bill 
should be amended to make that explicit. 
Our surveillance of foreign packing and 
proceeslnv; plants licensed to export to the 
United States Is not adequate to give us 
very positive assurance that the processing 
has always been under standards for whole-
someness and sanitation truly equal to 
ours. 
The requirement that consumer packages 
lndlca.te the country or origin provides some 
warning to consumers, but I think we owe 
them more than a warning: we owe them re-
assurance that the product In the package 
Is wholesome and sanitary. Inspection of 
a substantial sample Is little enough reas-
surance of that. 
I am advised that there are two develop-
ments In the meat Importing business that 
must be tak,en Into consideration: more and 
more meat Is coming Into the country "con-
ta.lnerlzed," or In large containers which can 
be hoisted directly from the hold of ships 
to vehicles for transport to Inland destina-
tions, a.nd given Import entry Inspection at 
the destination ln the Interior of the United 
States. There Is also an Increasing volume 
of cooked meat tot processing uses which 
goes to the processed meat and canned soup 
factories In large bulk cans. 
We have meat and food Inspectors all over 
the United States, and there ·Is no reason 
why blocks of c:hllled meat cannot be thawed 
and examined piece by piece before use at 
processing plants, or why the contents of 
the bulk cans cannot be Inspected after the 
cans are opened and before the oonte"nts are 
used In consumer food Items. 
CooJrlng meat Insures ldll1ng disease or-
garusms, but 1 is not an assurance of whole-
someness. Cooked meat needs to be ex;ammed 
for tnoroughness of cooking (there have 
been -eases of Imported cooked meat which 
was semi-raw In the middle) and for all of 
the defects Involving wholesomeness and 
sanitation !or which raw meat Is Inspected: 
dirt, insects, rodents, blOod clots, cysts, Jn-
g&sta, fecal matter, etc. Cooking should not 
permit aut!>matlc entry: we attll need to 
know It Is well-cooked, particularly In the 
case of Argentina where hoof and mouth 
disease Is prevalent. In addition, In all cases 
we need to be certain that all the meat, 
cooked or otherwise, Is clean. 
I do not want to take an excessive amount 
o! the Committee's time, Mr. Charman, 
deaUng with the Inspection staffs ave.Uable 
to melntaln surve1llance over 1100 !oredl!lll 
plants, the wholly Inadequate sampling 
method of Inspection after meat arrives In 
the United States, the standards, the num-
ber of defects allowed to go through, and 
other details. The House remarks which I 
have Inserted deal with them, and Include 
a table of defects and defects allowed In 
accepted Iota. 
I have spent a good many hours trying 
to !amllis.rlze myself with details, Including 
. a visit to the docks to see wbat happens to 
a cargo of meat when It arrives, and I could 
easily Impose on your time. I will try not to 
do so, but I would like to point up a few 
major facts . 
In my House remarks, I said tha.t we have 
15 "foreign review officers" who travel the 
globe to make sure that regulations, plants, 
procedures, sanitary conditions and other 
phases of meat production and Inspection 
are equal to ours, as required by law. I am 
now told It ls 14 Inspectors, a reduction o! 
only one, but slgnltl.cant because that one Is 
a 6%% reduction ln the size of the total 
force! In addition the foreign review officers 
live here In the Washington area and are not 
permitted by a State Department ruling to 
live abroad In the countries whose plants 
they have been delegated to Inspect. They 
consequently are In travel status back and 
forth much of the time. 
I was advised that the equlvalen~ of 75 
man-years of time Is devoted to Inspecting 
meat as It arrives at our docks, and have 
had no change In that figure. 
I was supplied figures Indicating that we 
have about 7,050 full-time and part-time In-
spectors serving 1,052 meat and poultry proc-
essing plants In the United States. Subse-
quently, I h~~ove been given revised dat a . 
It Indicates the following: 
It Indicates that we have 734 plants In the 
United States where red meat Is slaughtered 
and a 8.224 which slaughter and/or process 
red meats, served by 4,687 Inspectors. Then 
there are 1,004 poultry slaughter and/or proc-
essing plants served by 2,750 Inspectors. '111e 
meat InspectiOn statr totally Includes 7,387 
field personnel and 804 who are administra-
tors here In Washington or laboratory people, 
bringing the grand total personnel Involved 
In the work to 8,191. 
I can·not believe that 14 men, operating 
separately, who are not allowed to live abroad 
but must commute from the United States 
and have to drop In on three and even four . 
foreign plants a day In order to vlslt all of 
them at least once a year, can possibly pro-
vide us with any real assurance that slaugh-
ter and Inspection procedures, and the san!-
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ta tJoq of the 1,100 plants abroad which ship 
to us, u equa.l to United States standards. 
I don't think the Department of Agricul-
ture belleves It either. I have here the ledger 
sheets, which are the only record which has 
been kept on Imported meat rejections, Indi-
cating rejections for one year, the shipping 
plant number, size of lot, cause of rejection 
and the port of rejection. I understand the 
Department Is now computerizing this rec-
ord so It can determine If there are plants 
from which rejec~lons regularly run high, or 
other coincidences or data In these recorda 
which would Indicate trouble spots abroad 
which our review officers have missed In their 
hurried visits to the foreign establishments. 
I t Is my understanding, Incidentally, that 
this compllatlon o! rejections was started 
after the advent of meat Import quotas, In 
order to get a total on poun<ls rejected so 
Imports to replace ~he re ject<.d lots could 
be entered Into the United States. 
The need to aiUJ.Iyze the rejection data 
to find trouble spots 1s lndlco.t lve or the 
Department's own behalf that violations get 
by their tiny force o! "review officers," who 
!Il3pect abroad. 
We get 1.6 b1111on pounds of cbllled, cooked 
and ca.nned meat from the 1100 plants In-
spected by the 14 review officers. Aft er It 
arrives here. we put about 75-man years 
Into InspeCtion, by a very thin sampling JXO-
cedure based on mathematical probabU-
Itles--a sort of poker or roulette system-
Involving lees than 1% of all the meat. 
Because low cost of free refrigerator space 
Is not available at most ot our docks, even 
the Inspection of the tiny samples Is done 
under time pressure. They want to get the 
cargo ll!DVIng before It begins to thaw out. 
As the meat cargo Is illted from the hold 
of a ship, It Is assembled Into Jots on the 
dock. When a lot has been assembled, an 
Inspector makes a random selection of a pre-
o&erlbed number of samples of the 50 to 60 
pound boxes or frozen meat In the lot. These 
are marked and trsnsported to an Inspection 
room, or station, by the Importer. The bal-
ance of the lot Is marked "Inspected and 
passed by the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture,'' and hurried to refrigerated railroad 
oars, trucks ar storage space to be held until 
the samples have been Inspected and the 
whole lot can be release~r It l.s rejected 
and ordered ahlpped bsck out of the United 
States. 
The marked sample boxee are transported 
by the Importer to the Inspection station, 
located on the dock or nearby. There, some of 
the 5<Hi0 pound block.s of meat a.re sliced 
with a ba.nd saw to take out two 2-ln.ch cross 
cuts, or a 4-lnch cut. These are then placed 
In plastic begs, Immersed In warm water, 
thAwed and InSpected. The !ate of the whole 
lot Is decided on the bests of what Is found 
In the slices which coon.tltute about ¥..% of 
all the meat Involved. 
U the Inspector finds leas than a pre-
scribed number of minor, majar or critical 
defects In a lot, It goes through. If be finds 
m ore, up to a certain Umlt, a second batch 
of samples Is run through. 
The number o! samplee taken from lots of 
various sizes and the exa.ct number of de-
fects permitted to pa.aa Is Indicated In the 
table attached to my House remarks, and wm 
undoubtedly be supplied by the Department. 
I am told that, statistically, the procedure 
allows one minor defect like dirt, a blood 
clot, or certain benign cysts, to pass per SO 
pounds, one major defect Uke hAir, blood 
clots, cysts and Ingesta per 400 pound, and 
one critical defect, Uke a subetsntlal dab of 
manure per fOOO pounds. 
I have hee.rd the statement liU'de, Mr. 
Chairman, that these standards are "equal" 
to American Inspection-that the allowable 
detects In Imported meet coincide wttb the 
number that "get byN during our domestic 
Inspection. 
It t.s my undersiandlng that U.S. meat In-
spectors do not stand at a alaugbter Une 
counting the number of defects pasalng 
them-they aren't just calling be.llB and 
strikes-but thAt mac1e wholesome and aanl-
tary or It Ia "tanked"-taken out of any Une 
tba.t goes Into human food products. The ob-
jective of meat Inspection Is to get all de-
fects out. If our lnspeoton are over-worked, 
or haveJl't time to "catch" all the defects In 
domestic meat, then we bad better be con-
sidering how to augment the force. We 
should not make their shortcomings the 
basis or tolerating less than thorough In-
spection of Imported meat. 
There Is evidence that our Inspection force 
needs strengthening-that veterlnalrta.ns In 
the force Is declining by attrition, at 
least--and that the force Is Inadequate to 
provide full service without excessive over-
time. I ask your permission to put In the 
record a brief statement on this subject that 
I put In the House record. 
At this point, I want to make an addi-
tional observation about the need for piece-
by-peace Inspection. 
Monday morning I watched a 32,000 lb. of 
meat unloaded and "Inspected" at the 
wharf In PhUadelphla. I saw the pallets o! 
meat hoisted off the boat, the lot assembled, 
the boxes stamped "U.S. Inspected and 
Passed,'' and sample boxes taken to the meat 
Inspection comer or a huge shed where 
samples were sawed and about 180 lba. from 
the 15 boxes thawed out for oxrunlnation. I 
stood wtth one grade 7 and one Grade 9 
employee--neither was a veterinarian-as 
they each examined trsys of the meat. 
There were samples !rom other large lots 
piling up around them-two boats were un-
loading-and hunreda of tons of frozen meat 
In a great, unrefrlgerated warehouse, await-
Ing the completion ot their work. 
If they had been on a domestic meat In-
spection line, they would have pulled off the 
slaugbtsr or processing line several pieces 
of meat which had hair, blood clots and mi-
nor defects to be cleaned up or tanked. But 
their tleclslon there was not whether an oc-
casional single piece of meat was to be 
cleaned up/ or rejected;_ (there were no fa-
cilities for that) their decision was, In this 
Instance, whether $16,000 worth of meat---
16 tons-were to be rejected and ordered out 
of the country for a tew too many minor de-
fects. 
They weren't making 64 cent decisions--
they were making the $64,000 kind under 
terrifically greater pressure to be reasonable 
than on a domestic slaughter line. 
It Is just common senae to know that an 
Inspector wtll be less reluctant to send back 
a single sboul{l.er of beef or mutton than 
to reject tons and tons of meat because he 
found a defect or two too many. Even In 
Instances where domestic Inspectors check 
Jots of 20-100,000 lbs, their decision to tum 
a lot back Is only tor re-working-It Ia not 
a fiat rejection of every pound In a multi-
ton lot. 
Piece by piece Inspection Is Inevitably 
better than Inspection of units with values 
running Into five and 8lx figures. 
Three faults In the system appear to be 
self evldent---
1. Foreign review oftlcers are spread too 
thin. We need more of them and need them 
living In the oountrles they are asalgned 
to Inspect. 
2. On the dock lnspectton Is not acceptable 
because of the pressure ot time, the oontu-
slon, and the Inherent disorder of dock 
procedures. 
S. Random selection which Inspects only 
a minute percentage of the meat neither 
assures Wholesomeness and sanitation nor 
does It assure confidence to consumers that 
the meat they are going to buy meets the 
standards we say It Should have. 
The tact thAt we have Inspected a small 
portion .of the foreign meat, and on that 
tiny Inspected portion have found only so 
much dirt or hair or blood clots, cysts, In-
gesta, or fecal material Is not satisfactory. 
By doing eo we jeopardize the oellef that 
the finished product cleared for anyv.:her~ In 
the United States--any store, any restaurant 
or hot dog sta.nd or any dinner table In-
cluding our own Is the clean, wholesome 
quality meat that we want and use to be 
confident we had. 
l n m y mind, there Is absolutely nothing 
more Important to the livestock Industry 
than !'Omplete confidenos and absolute as-
surance on the part of the American bouse-
t~<1fe and that the meat she buys at the re-
t ail s tore Is healthful, sanitary and whole-
som e. 
It t h e housewife loses confidence In what 
Is In t he freezer, or on the butcher's block, 
• our market will decline precipitously. Our 
American product must be kept up to the 
highest standards. 
And I am concerned about Imports be-
cause the Imported meat Is mixed wtth Amer-
ican In hamburger, It goes Into soups, cold 
m eat and processed meats-bot dogs, sausage, 
cold cuts-and becomes IndistingUishable 
!rom American. 
It Is Intolerable that slipshod Inspection 
of Imports might be allowed to undermine 
confidence In all meat offered at our stores. 
I must say very candidly that I have been 
shocked by developments In relation to meat 
Inspect ion since I made my first statement 
on the subject. 
Shortly, afterward, Imports of mutton from 
Australia from ewes butchered after May 15 
were embargoes, and I was advised that there 
had been some debate In the Inspection di-
vision for two or three years about the need 
to take such action. 
The revelations In the Queensland paper I 
have submitted make me believe that the 
"equal" requirement In our law has not been 
enforced In this Instance. The Minister of 
Primary Industry tor Australia Is quoted as 
saying their packing methods have not--and 
cannot In some plants-meet our stand• 
ards because the carcass and viscera are not 
kept associated. He talked about reaching 
a "compromise" with us. A compromise be-
tween our standards and what they want ac-
cepted simply can't meet the requirements 
o! our law. The law says their plants, proce-
dures and Inspection must be "equal" to 
ours : not some compromise between "dirty" 
and equal. 
There bas been temporizing with process-
Ing and Inspection abroad. And a recent Gen-
eral Accounting Office repo'rt Indicates tem-
porizing In some plants here at home which 
shocks me, particularly In view of difficulty 
which was given to butchers and small locker 
plants In rural areas. 
I am advised that the General Accounting 
Otllce Is starting to look at the adequacy of 
our surveillance and Inspection of foreign 
plants, and meat imports. 
I requested the General Accounting Olllce 
to undertake such a study about a fortnight 
ago and on Tuesday consulted wltb a team 
from that agency which has already gone 
to work. 
I am especially pleased with this since the 
charge cannot be made-as It bas been made 
In regard to a Congressman from the cow .' 
country-that this Is an effort to create a 
furor which wtll limit the volume of Im-
ports. 
Regardless of volume, meat which Is Im-
ported Into the United States must be kept 
healthful, wholesome and completely sani-
tary and those objectives are all that Is In-
volved In the bill before you today. I am 
talking now about quality, not v.olume. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, Rep-
resentative MELCHER is the original au-
thor of this proposed legislation. He is one 
of the best known veterinarians in the 
northwestern part of our Nation. He is a 
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good, sound Congressman, and he knows 
the livestock industry as very few other 
Members of Congress do. What we are 
endeavoring to do, I repeat, is to apply 
the same standards for healthful meat 
to imports that we apply to our domestic 
production. · 
My testimony before the committee ap-
plied tc only this particular matter, and 
it pointed out that we have only 14 or 
15 men who travel the globe to make 
sure that more than 1,100 foreign pack-
ingplants are designed and operated to 
meet our sanitation requirements, and 
that the day-to-day inspection of meat 
as it moves down the pack,inghouse lines 
is equal to the inspection ~tandards and 
requirements we maintain. The annual 
report of the inspection branch at USDA 
shows that one of these men frequently 
inspects three plants a day, which cer-
tainly is not much of an inspection of 
the plant, the premortem or postmortem 
procedures, the boning, cooking or freez-
ing, packing, and handling of meat des-
tined for the United States. In his hour 
or two visit, he cannot, of course, assure 
himself that there is premortem exami-
nation of all animals butchered around 
the year, or that there is thorough post-
mortem inspection of every ..:arcass on 
the packing line 365 days a year-that has 
to be taken on faith that the govern-
ments in Central and South America, 
Oceania, Europe and the East all provide 
rigid day-to-day inspection equal to ours. 
Mr. President, one of the results of that 
meetirig was that I received a call from 
the CBS in San Francisco-and I under-
stand that what I am about to say also 
appeared in certain portions of the Na-
tion's press, though I must report that I 
have not seen it in that respect. 
Anyway, a George Mair of CBS News 
called and asked for my reactions to two 
statements whk:h came over the wire this 
afternoon on the AP and the UP!. One 
is by Raymond Ioanes of the Department 
of Agriculture. Mr. Ioanes stated that the 
Mansfield-Burdick bill would result in 
the blocking of further American meat 
exports. How I do not know. And how 
asking that foreign, imported meats be 
up to American standards would have 
that effect, I do not know. 
Then he continued: 
Remarks by Peter Nixon, Australian Min-
Ister ot the Interior, !rom Melbourn&-"Sen-
ator Mansfield's remarks on behalf o! the 
meat lobby w111 result in having the cost o! 
meat Inspection forced on the Australian Em-
bas8y-
I do not know what the Australian Em-
bassy has to with it-
It thla is to work aa I suspect It Is, Senator 
Mansfield should be hung, drawn and quar-
tered without benefit o! Inspection and 
roasted on the high altar of American pro-
tectionism. 
That is quite a strong statement, bJlt I 
had no comment. I think the record 
should speak for itself. 
I do think, Mr. President, that when we 
try to bring forth a bill of the type which 
I have mentioned, we ought to at least 
be given credit for good faith, and we . 
ought to be recognized as not endeavor-
ing to do anything in this measure which 
would interfere in any way with meat im-
ports. We do have a law covering the 1m-
portation of frozen meat and veal, and that the bill introduced by the Senator 
that law Is the result of the efforts of the from Montana, and now cosponsored by 
distinguished Senator from Nebraska the Senator from Nebraska, in addition 
<Mr. HRUSKA) and the Senator from to several other Senators, simply seeks 
Montana, now speaking. to sharpen the provision which has been 
That law was passed 6 years ago. We law for 3 years now, and to make it more 
have had to watch it very carefully, but accurate and to make it more effective, 
it has brought about a degree of impor- to see that only wholesome meats are 
tation with which we can live. We would imported into this country? 
only hope it would be observed in all its Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator is cor-
details. rect. I might add that the purpose is to 
But so far as the bill in question is con- equalize the situation between imported 
cerned, I repeat: It has to do only with meats and domestically produced meats. 
the proposition that meats Imported into Mr. HRUSKA. I am confident that the 
this courrtry should be just as sanitary, authors of the article would not take 
just as healthful, just as_ safe, and the any other position but that any meats 
same requirements applicable to our own which are imported should comply with 
meats should apply to these foreign the law of this. land, because the objec-
imports. tive of the law of this land is to protect 
It is Interesting to note that in this the consumer; and that Is exactly the 
column by the Drummonds, the heading purpose of the Mansfield bill. 
is "Hruska Beef Bill for Health or Pro- Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will 
tectlonism?" To the best of my. knowl- the Senator yield? 
edge, while I know the distin8llfshed Sen- Mr. HRUSKA. I am happy to yield. 
ator from Nebraska <Mr. HRUSKA) is very Mr. MANSFIELD. May I say that that 
sympathetic to this proposed legislation, is not the view of the Department of 
his name was not on the measure when Agriculture, which is against this pro-
it was considered before the committee. posal for reasons which I cannot under-
I mpst admit I do not know what HRUSKA stand, even though I have in my hand the 
beef bill is referred to, unless It is one letter signed by J. Phil campbell, Under 
which the distinguished Senator from Secretary, addressed to the Honorable 
Nebraska introduced some time ago, ALLEN J. ELLENDER, under date of July 16, 
which has passed both bodies, which has 1970. With it is a USDA statement on 
been signed by the President, and which statutes and activities for preventing in-
is now the law of the land. But I defer traduction of animal diseases. 
at this time to the distinguished Senator It is most interesting that our own De-
from Nebraska, who can ·explain his posi- partment of .Agriculture is in opposition 
tion far better than I can. to this bill, which seeks only to achieve 
Mr. HRUSKA. If the Senator will for imported meats what we now de-
yield, the Senator from Nebraska would mand of domestically produced meats. 
say that he also carefully inspected the This is such a simple, straightforward 
bill that was introduced by the Senator bill, having nothing to do w1th imports, 
from Montana, and his name does not that it was a shock to me to find out that 
appear as a cosponsor of that bill. the U.S. Department of Agriculture was 
Mr. President, I want to minimize the in opposition to giving this kind of a 
offenses here against accuracy, and fair deal, a square deal, to the American 
otherwise, of the authors of the article beef producers. 
in question. I ask unanimous consent at Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, normal-
this time, with the permission of the ly we think of Roscoe and Geoffrey 
Senator from Montana, to join him as Drummond as among the most careful 
a cosponsor of his bill, so that we will and reasonable of today's newspaper col-
correct that part of the column, even umnists In their utterances. 
though it is on a nunc pro tunc basis. Mr. MANSFIELD. And they usually 
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- are. 
pore. Without objection, it Is so ordered. Mr. HRUSKA. It is surprising and dis-
Mr. MANSFIELD. I am delighted to appointing, therefore, to find them en-
nave the distinguished Senator from Ne- gaging in careless and reckless misstate-
braska as a cosponsor, because, in my ments when one of their personal causes 
opinion, he is the leader of the Senators or pet articles of faith comes under at-
in this Chamber, both Democratic and tack. 
Republican, in trying to bring home a I refer to a column whicb appeared in 
better understanding of what the beef some of the Nation's newspapers yester-
industry stands for In this country, and day relating to proposals to tighten up 
also in pointing out the difference be- on the sanitary inspection of foreign 
-tween beef in the marketplace and beef meat imported into this country for 
on the hoof. American consumption. To Mr. Drum-
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, I should mond and his son, evidently the cause of 
like to ask the Senator from Montana foreign trade is so sacred that no con-
this question: He well knows that Pub- · sideration-not even the need to protect 
lie Law 9(}...201, which is the Meat In- the health of the American public-
spection Act of 1967, contains provisions, must be permitted to stand in its way. 
under section 20 thereof, requiring that Sanitary inspection procedures accepted 
foreign meat products imported for hu- as normal by American producers are 
man consumption be prohibited entry treated as deliberate harassments and 
unless the exporting country complied "protectionist" obstacles when applied to 
with all inspection and building stand- food products brought here from for-
ards and other regulations applicable to eign countries. 
s~ch articles produced and inspected Regrettably, the column by the Drum-
Within the United States. monds contains a number of specific mis-
My question 1s this: Is lt not a fact statements of fact which need correction. 
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It imputes motives to the Senator from 
Montana (Mr. MANSFIELD) and to the 
senator from Nebraska <Mr. HRUSKA) 
which are unworthy. It says that legisla-
tion presented as a "health" bill is really 
e. "keep out imported meat" bill. By in-
nuendo and Journalistic artifice, it sug-
ge::ts all sorts of devious actions on the 
part of these two Senators. These various 
implications and suggestions are ~ntrue. 
The record shGws it, and shows ~t over 
a series of years, and the record in con-
nection with the article ought to be 
set straight. . 
In the Drummond column it is stated 
that "Senators MANSFIELD and HRUSKA 
know that health-endangering mea~ is 
not being imported into the Umted 
States." 
The fact is, Mr. President, that health-
endangering meat has been imported 
into the United States and we know that 
to be a fact because the Department of 
Agriculture has told us so. To g-ive an 
example, several months ago, the De-
partment of Agriculture found it neces-
sary to impose a total embargo on im-
ports of all Australian mutton because 
the Australian inspection syste11_! on mut-
ton is not adequate. It is not equal to 
the standards we impose on our own in-
industry. Until the deficiencies in the 
Australian system are corrected, we must 
· insist that no more Australian mutton 
come into this country. That ban was , 
imposed more than 2 months . ago, aD:d 
the Austrlians have not yet ralSed their 
requirements to meet our standards. 
I ask unanimous consent to have 
printed at this point in the RECORD a 
press release put out by the Department 
of Agriculture. 
There being no objection, the press 
release was ordered to be printed in the 
REcoRD, as follows: 
USDA ANNOUNCES TEMPORARY BAN ON IM-
PORTS 0>' AUSTRALIAN MUTTON 
The u.s. Department of Agriculture an-
nounced today that Australian mutton 
slaughtered after May 15 may not be Im-
ported Into the United States. The action was 
taken by USDA's Consumer_ and Marketing 
Servloe which administers the Federal Meat 
Inspection Act. 
C&MS said that the Australlan Inspection 
system for mutton Is deficient In that car-
cass ldentlf!catlon Is not adequa.te !or proper 
Inspection, disposition of questionable cat-
ca.sses 1s not In accordance w1 th require-
ments, and dressing and handllng procedures 
are Inadequate . 
C&MS said th~t these deficiencies Jn the 
Australlan Inspection system applled only to 
sheep slaughterlni plants. 
C&MS said that Imports of Australlan mut-
ton Into tbls country may be resumed when 
the deficiencies are corrected. 
Federal law requires that, before a country 
may export meat to the United States, It 
must have and enforce lnspeetlon Jaws and 
regulations equal to those which apply to 
meat produced In the United States. 
Mr. HRUSKA. The press release is 
dated May 11, and it was received in my 
office a week later. The opening sentences 
read as follows: 
The u.s. Dep&rt~ent of Agriculture an-
n ounced today that Australian mutton 
slaughtered after May 15 may not be Im-
ported Into the United Statee. The action 
wa.s taken by USDA's Consumer and Market-
Ing Service which admlnlsters tbe Federal 
Meat Inspection Act. 
C&MS said tba.t the Austra.Uan Inspection 
system for mutton 1B deficient In that c&rca.ss 
Identification Is not ~~~!equate for proper In-
spection, disposition of questionable carcas-
ses Is not In accordance with requirements, 
and dreeslng and handling procedures are 
Inadequate. 
It seems to me that anyone who would 
seek to quarrel with the Department of 
Agriculture on the basis of statements 
that they use for omcial action oi this 
kind involving another government has 
a big task at hand. If he wants to 
quarrel, whether he be a columnist or 
not, with the conclusions of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, I will bet on the 
Department of Agriculture, because they 
are trying to protect the consumers of 
this country. 
Next, the Drummond column states 
that these two Senators-MANSFrELD and 
HausKA-know that the "proposed addi-
tional inspection is a trick, a gimmick to 
close off such meat imports." -
The facts prove the contrary. It is true 
that there is a law on the books designed 
to put a limit on the amount of meat 
that can be imported into this country. 
That act was passed in 1964. It was 
known as the Hruska amendment, adopt-
ed for that purpose. However, it is a 
perfectly straightforward law-there is 
nothing ginunicky about it. The quota on 
imports permitted is a very substantial 
quota, under the law and the procedu!es 
we have followed. It allows for an m-
crease in the quota each year to be ad-
justed according to the increase of con-
sumption of meat in the domestic 
market. 
By recent action of the President, the 
quantity of fresh, chilled, and frozen 
beef, veal, mutton, and goat permitted 
to enter in 1971 will be 1,140 million 
po1mds. The quantity of meat is greater 
·than the quantity admitted in any pre-
vious year since foreign meat producers 
are permitted to share in the growth of 
the U.S. market with the domestic indus-
try under the law. 
As to the allegation that sanitary re-
strictions are simply a gimmick to close 
off imports, it is worth noting that the 
same question was raised with respect to 
an amendment proposed by the Senator 
from Nebraska during consideration of 
the legislation which became the Whole-
some Meat Act of 1967. . 
It was at that point that the amend-
ment to section 20, already referred to, of 
Public Law 90-201, was adopted which 
· forbids and prohibits entry into, the 
United states of foreign meat products 
imported for human consumption, unless 
the exporting country complied with all 
inspection and building standards and 
all regulations applicable to such articles 
and produce and inspections within the 
United States. 
It had been proposed that the Secre-
tary of Agriculture give Congress a 
report each year of the eft'ectiveness 
of our eft'ort to inspect the meat from 
foreign sources. During a colloquy 
which occurred on November 28, 1967, 
the gentleman from New York <Mr. 
JAVITS) asked for assurance that the 
requirements with respect to sanitary 
inspection not be used as a device 
to limit imports, in the BU1se of a 
sanitary requirement. He was satisfied 
with the 'assurances given at that time, 
and as noted above, the volume of meat 
brought in has actually increased since 
tt.at time, proving that the sanitary re-
quirement has not been perverted into a 
"gimmick" to throttle the channels of 
trade, as charged by the Drummonds. 
Next, the Drummond article states 
that "The health issue is a phony." This 
conclusion is based on the testimony f'~ 
a departmental official about the present 
inspection system. Nowhere does the de-
partmental official say that the health 
issue is a phony and1neither does he say 
that the present system is perfect. He 
defends the present program to some 
degree, since he is part of the admin-
istration of it. There has doubtless been 
an effort to bring the level of inspection 
in other counrties up to our own stand-
ards, but the fact remains that we have 
only 14 or 15 inspectors traveling around 
the world covering all of the meat pro-
duction and processing plants in 40 
countries that supply us with meat. Dur-
ing the Senate subcommittee hearings on 
the agriculture appropriations bill which 
were recently held, it was brought out 
that there are some 1,100 plants abroad 
that are certified to ship meat to this 
country and we try to have our in-
spectord visit them as often as possible. 
Yet, last year it was possible to make 
only 1,700 visits to those 1,100 plants. In 
other words, most of them were visited 
only once during the entire year; a few 
were visited twice or more. Those were 
only visits, not. inspections-certainly 
not inspections carcass by carcass as is 
done in this country. 
During the course of the Agriculture 
appropriations hearings a year ago on 
the 1970 appropriations bill, it was neces-
sary to write into our committee report 
some strong language calling upon our 
Department and upon the foreign gov-
ernments to tighten up their Inspection 
procedures. An extract from that lan-
guage Will be included in the RECORD at 
the end of this statement. 
Mr. President, finally, the Drummond 
column dredges up once again the an-
cient concept that agriculture has sur-
pluses to sell abroad and, therefore, that 
we should not ask for restrictions on im-
ports. Apparently the argument is that 
the cattle industry which is the largest 
single industry in the United States, 
should be sacrificed for the benefit of our 
exports of wheat, soybeans, and rice. 
This argument overlooks entirely that 
fact, that most other countries are much 
more restrictive against imported farm 
products than we are. As noted above, we 
are permitting foreign meat producers, 
not only to continue shipping meat here 
as before, but to share in the growth of 
our own market. 
In the Drummond column, a spokes-
man for the American Meat Institute 
was quoted as opposing further sanitary 
restrictions on imports of foreign meat, 
on the basis of our export markets in 
foreign countries. According to the col-
umn, this spokesman said-
The meat Industry now finds a. market In 
foreign countries of half a bUllon dollars 
yearly for Its meat and livestock products. 
While the advocates of protection for U.S. 
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livestock producers are endeavoring to build 
a fence around this country to keep foreign 
products out, they will discover that fences 
stop trade In both directions. 
If those quotations do indeed, in full 
context, represent the vie~ of the. Amer-
ican Meat Institute, theY. seem to me 
most ill advised. Accor~ to .a. tabula-
tion recently published by, the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, impons of foreign 
livestock, meat and meat products in 
1968 amounted to $1,103.9 iiilllion, com-
pared with similar exports to foreign 
markets of only $427 million: Imports ex-
ceed exports in a ratio of nearly 3 to 1 
in 1968, and no doubt the experience of 
1969 was similar. 
Now then, as to whether tl).at 1964 
amendment was protectionist, we had 
that out a number of years ago. It was 
discussed thoroughly during the nego-
tiations tl;lat Secretary Orville Freeman 
of the Department of Agriculture had 
with the Common Market when the Ken-
nedy round of negotiations was going on. 
The Hruska amendment of 1964 was act-
ually used by Secretary Freeman as an 
example of how total embargoes could 
really be improved by reducing the maL-
ter to a quota system. 
Mr. President, I quote now from one of 
his 1968 statements endorsing what he 
called the orderlY trading in the interna-
tional arena, and he was referring to the 
amendment of 1964 when he said the 
following words: 
Orderly trading calls for reasonable pro-
tection of our agricultur&--not protect.lon-
lsm. There's a big difference. Reasonable 
protection a.llows trade to fiow. It permits 
oomparatlve &d. vant age to function with rela-
tive freedom for the good o! all. Protection-
Ism, by completely shielding Inefficient pro-
ducers from oompetltion, stlfies trade. 
Secretary Freeman then went on to 
say: 
The U.S. beef quota law Illustrates what I 
mean by reasonable protection. 
'.Mr. President, I think that is conclu-
sl've to those who want to designate this 
as being a protectionist measure and a 
protectionist step. 
·Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent to have printed In tne RECORD at the 
cond)lSion of my remarks the Drum-
mond column as it appeared in the 
Omaha World-Herald on July 27, 1970; 
a p::ess-release issued QY the Department 
of Agricultu:M on May 11, 1970, describ-
ing the decision to embargo further im-
ports of Australian mutton until the de-
ficiencies in the Australian inspection 
system are corrected-which deficiencies 
have not yet been corrected as of this 
date--a press release issued by the De-
partment of Agriculture on June 30, 
1970, announcing' the volume of fresh, 
chilled, and frozen beef, veal, and-mut-
ton which may be imported in 1970; an 
extract from Senate Report 91-277, the 
report on the 1970 agriculture appropri-
ation bill, which describes the additional . 
measures needed to be taken to tighten 
up the inspection procedures in foreign 
.countries on meat to be sold in the Amer-
ican market; and a page from Foreign 
Agriculture Circular FLM 10-69, lssued 
September of 1969, published by the For-
eign Agricultural Service of the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture, which summar-
izes U.S. imports and exports of live-
stock, meat, and meat products in 1968. 
There being no objection, the material 
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD, 
as follows: · 
[From the Omaha (Nebr.) World-Her&ld, 
July 27, 1970) 
Is HRUSKA Bl!:EJ' BILL FOR HEALTH OB 
PROTECTIC NISll4? 
(By Roocoe and Geoffrey Drummond) 
WASHINGTON .--8peclaJ-Interest congressmen 
are going to fantastic lengthll to take advan-
tage of the high-protectionist madness now 
gripping both the House and the Senate. 
Industries are lining up In clusters to 
grab a share of the protectionist favors 
-a domestic market walling out compe-
tition from ' Imports. This lets prices go 
where they will, which Is up, 
Politicians are lining up to hand out the 
goodies, and they see votes at home when 
they do. 
Just when you think that the worst Is 
over, It Isn't, Something more comes out of 
the legislative factory n ow running at high 
speed for no good purpose and oiled tor the 
coming eleotlons. 
And who Is fashioning the latest bit of 
high-protectionism gone beserk? None other 
than two 0! the normally most thoughtful 
a nd careful men In the Senate-the prestigi-
ous liberal majority leader, Mike Mansfield 
ot Montana, and the distinguished Republi-
can conservative, Roman Hruska of Ne-
braska. 
They are proposing a restrictive trade 
measure which shows what can happen 
when two usuaJiy reasonable and re-
sponsible men get caught up In the 
home-Industry, protect.lonlst mania on 
the eve of a congressional election, 
It's a revealing case stu(iy because If theirs 
Is a good bill, then the llbera~ two-way trad-
Ing policy which has brought so much pros-
perity to the United States Is bad. 
The bill Is presented 116 a "he&lth" bill-
which It Isn't-not as a keep-out-Imported-
meat bill, which It Is. 
Its purpose Is described as providing for 
"thorough hea.lth and sanitation Inspection 
of aJl livestock products Imported Into the 
United States." And It Is specifically added 
that every can, every pound of fresh, frozen 
or chilled meat must be thawed and In-
spected piece-by-piece at Its en.try. 
Sens. Mansfield and Hruska know that 
hea,lth-endangertng meat Is not· being Im-
ported Into the United States. lrhey know 
that Americans are not dying or' being made 
sick by poisoned-meat Imports. 
They know their proposed lldditlon&l 
Inspection Is a trick, a gimmick designed 
to close off such meat Imports. 
They know that their bill would mainly 
hurt the poor, because the Imports they are 
trying to keep out are mainly Ingredients for 
hamburger and sausage. 
Maybe some few livestock men some-
wher&--ln Montana or Nebraska or else-
where-will ftnd themselves benefited, but 
certainly not the consumer, certainly not 
agriculture as a whole and certainly not the 
nation's total .economy. 
This Is special-Interest protectionism at its 
worst. 
The health Issue Is phony. Says Dr. H. M. 
Steinmetz of the Oonsumer and Marketing 
Service of the Agriculture Department: 
"Meat prepared In foreign countries tor Im-
portation Into the United States Is equiva-
lent to that produced, under federal Inspec-
tion In our co-untry." 
Is Ame.rlca.n agriculture a limping Indus-
try which can't compete In the world mar-
ket? Not at aJl. American farmers exported 
a near record of $6.6 bllllon In farm com-
modities In the last 12 months and this Is a 
billion dollars mOI'e In commercial sales than 
the year before. 
We sell abroad far more fa.nn commodities 
than we buy abroad--over a third ot our 
wheat crop, 40 per cent of our soybeans, 
60 per cent o! our rice. And I! we apply un-
needed, discriminatory "sanitary" restric-
tions a.ga.lnst countries selling meat to the 
United States there would Inevitably be 
retaliation. 
This Is one 0! the reasons why Aled P. 
Davies, vice president of the American Meat 
Institute, opposes the Ma.nsfteld-Hru.ska 
atrocity. 
"The meat Industry," he says, "now finds a 
market In foreign countries of half a bll-
llon dollars yearly for Its meat and livestock 
produots. While the advocates of protection 
for U.S. livestock producers are endeavoring 
to build a fence around this oountry to keep 
foreign products out, they will dlsoover that 
fences stop trade In both directions." 
No wonder President Nixon threatens a 
veto It such ma.dness a.s thJs gets through 
Congress. 
(From the U .S. Department of Agriculture) 
USDA ANNOUNCES TEMPORARY BAN ON 
IMPORTS OF AUSTRALIAN MUTTON 
The U.S. Department of Agriculture an-
nounced today that Australian mutton 
slaughtered after May 15 may not be Im-
ported Into the United States. The action was 
taken by USDA's Consumer and Ma.rketlng 
Service which administers the Federal Meat 
Inspection Act. 
C&MS said that the Australian lnsp!!QttPn 
system for mutton Is deficient th~ocafca.ss 
Identification Is not adequate t•proper In-
spection, disposition of qudst!on.a.ble car-
cnsses Is not In accordance wl th require-
ments, and dressing and handling procedures 
are Inadequate. 
C&MS said that these deficiencies In the 
Australian Inspection system applied only to 
sheep slaughtering plants. 
C&MS said that Imports of Australian mut-
t on Into this country may be resumed when 
the deficiencies are corrected. 
Federal law requires that, before a country 
may export meat to the United States, It 
must have and enforce Inspection laws and 
regulations equal to those which apply to 
meat produced In the United States. 
[From the U.S. Department of Agriculture) 
NEW MEAT IMPORT PROGRAM .ANNOUNCED 
The Secretary of State and the Secretary 
of Agriculture have been Instructed by the 
President to set new voluntary restraint lev-
els on meat Imports under Section 204 of the 
Agricultural Act of 1956. · 
Accordingly, Secretary qt Agriculture Clif-
ford M. Hardin announced today that 1970 
Imports o! meat subject to the Meat Import 
Act are now estimated at 1,140 million 
pounds. The new estimate Is based upon re-
vised rectralnt levels for prlnclpaJ foreign 
suppliers for calendar 1970. 
The President has Issued a proclamation 
pursuant to Section 2(c) (1) of Public Law 
88-482 limiting Imports on certain meats-
primarily bee! and mutton-subject to the 
Act. At the same time he suspended that 
limitation. 
The Pr~~sldent suspended the limitation 
after determining that this action Is required 
by overriding economic Interest of the United 
. States, giving special weight to the Impor-
tance to the nation of the economic well-
being of the domestic livestock Industry. 
The President aJso Indicated that Imports 
would not be permitted to enter without 
limitation during the baJance or this year, 
The Secretary of State Is readjusting the 
voluntary restraint program which has been 
negotiated with the Governments of t he 
principal supplying countries to assure that 
Imports of these meats wm not exceed 1,140 
milllon pounds during calendar 1970, 
Secretary Hardin Indicated that this ac-
tion applies only to the balance 0! the cur-
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rent year ll.lld does not establlsh a. preced~nt 
for action whioh may be taken in 1971. 
Secretary Hardin a.Iso stated that he Is 
today taking steps which would stop further 
transshipments through a. third country of 
meat ortg1na.t1ng 1n Australia, New Zealand 
and Ireland. The transshipments of meat 
from Oceania have been a.n Important fac-
tor contributing to the need for increasing 
the thtra quarterly estimate. ' 
The Secreta.ry also stated that authority 
to Issue regulations limiting Imports of cer-
tain meats under Section 204 of the Agri-
cultural Act of 1956 have been delegated by 
the President to the Secretary of Agriculture 
under an Executive Order Issued simulta-
neously with the Proclamation and suspen-
sion ot quotas. 
Publlc Law 88--482, enacted in August 1964, 
provides that It yearly unports of cer:ta.Jn 
meats--prlma.rlly bee! and mutton-are es-
timated to equal or exceed 110 percent of an 
adjusted base quota., the Pres ident is re-
quired to Invoke a quota on Imports of these 
meats. The adjusted base quot a for 1970 Is 
998.8 mllllon pounds. The amount of esti-
mated Imports which would trigger its Im-
position Is 110 percent of the adjusted base 
quota. of 1,098.7 million pounds. 
Imports of meat by months from Janu-
ary 1067 through May 1970 were as follows: 
IMPORTS OF MEAT SUBJECT TO PUBLIC lAIV 88 482 BY 
MONTHS 
(In million pounds! 
Month 1967 1968 1969• 1970 I 
January__ ____ _ _ 77.4 80.7 41.9 124.5 
February____ ____ 58.5 72.6 50.4 100. 7 
March___________ 61.9 64.1 136. 1 112.0 
ApnL. . . ....... 58. 8 78.3 90.0 88. 7 
May. . ...... . . ... 51.5 56.1 80.5 62.0 
June____________ 69.6 105.1 85.7 --- -------
July________ •• 88.7 86.4 107.1 - ------ ---
August_ __ _____ • 92.2 108.6 141.8 --- -- - -- --
September •• ____ 89. 7 115.5 121.4 --------- -
October.... • •• 91.8 102.1 108. 3 ·- --- -· · ·-
November___ ___ _ 82.3 95. 8 51.4 --- -------
December _______ 72.4 35.6 69.4 --- ------ -
total ___ .. _--8-9-4.-9--1 ,-0-01-. -0 -1-, 0-84-.-1-. _-_-__ -_-__ -_ 
• Rejections which occur after entry is made are included in the 
published census hgures and amounted to i3,500,000 pounds 
during 1969. 
(Extract from Senate Report No. 91277] 
FOREIGN MEAT INSPECTION PROGRAM 
Publlc Law 90-201 , the Meat Inspection 
Act of 1967, contained provisions under sec-
tion 20 thereof, requiring that foreign meat 
products Imported tor human consumption 
be prohibited entry unless the exporting 
country complied with all Inspection and 
building standards. and other regulations ap-
plicable to such articles produced and In-
spected within the United States. 
The Secretary of Agriculture must certify 
that approved foreign meat processing plants, 
who slaughter or process meat p roducts for 
export to the United States, "have complied 
with requirements at least equal to" all provi-
sions of the act and regulations. In summary, 
these legal requirements impose standards 
and procedures for foreign meat plants equiv-
alent to those Imposed by the Department of 
Agriculture upon the U.S. meat slaughter and 
processing plants who ship in interstate com-
merce. 
Based upon committee findings and the 
hearings on this bill, it is evident that the 
departmental regulations and requirements 
dealing with foreign meat processing plants 
do not specifically require those governments 
to establt.sh and ma.lnta.ln an Independent 
regulatory review of "lnpla.nt" Inspection and 
supervision equivalent to the U.S. Inspection 
program-under which highly trained veter-
inarian specialists make periodic and un-
scheduled visits to U.S. federally supervised 
mea.tpa.cklng and processing establishments. 
The purpose of visits and inspections by 
specla.llzed veterinarians in U.s. federally In-
spected plants Is to review the standards of 
performance maintained In plant facilities, 
and by the regular Inspection personnel as-
signed to these plants In carrying out the re-
quirements and regulations ls.sued by the De-
partment for facll1tles subject to the Meat 
Inspection Act, as amended. 
The Secretary of Agriculture Is directed to 
Institute prompt changes In current regula-
tions dealing with the foreign meat inspec-
tion provisions of Publlo Law 90-205, which 
wlll require foreign governments Interested 
In exporting meat products to the United 
States to promptly establish and maintain an 
equivalent system or periodic supervisory In-
spection of the plants that such countries 
certify as meeting standards equivalent to 
U.S. meat Inspection and operating require-
ments. It Is expected that such revised regu-
lations w!ll require th.at there be a. minimum 
of at least one supervisory review inspection 
each month In addition to the regular In-
plant Inspection, and It Is further expected 
that the reports of findings w!ll be made 
available to U.S. veterinary personnel upon 
request, when they visit exporting countries 
to conduct Inspections of such plants. 
Senator HRusKA. I also request tl;at the 
new regulations, printed in the Federal Reg-
ister on February 27, be printed in the 
RECORD. 
TITLE 9-ANIMALS AND ANIMAL PRODUCTS 
CHAPTER Til-CONSUMER AND MAR.KE:riNG SERV-
I CE (MEAT INSPECTION), DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE 
Subchapter A- Meat inspectt<m regulations 
Part 327-Impo_rted Products 
Monthly supervisory visits by foreign officials 
to approved foreign export meat plants 
On October 14, 1969, there was ·published 
In the Federal Register (34 F.R. 15800) a. no-
tice of proposed amendment to§ 327.2(a) (1) 
of the Federa.l Meat Inspection Regulations 
(9 CFR 327.2(a.) (1)). The a.mendmeJ;J.t wa.s 
proposed to require supervisory visits by 
foreign officials to foreign meat plants if 
the plants are to be eligible to have their 
products Imported into the United States 
and to provide for reports by such officials. 
Statement of con.stderations.-The Federal 
Meat Inspection Act requires that the Secre-
tary of Agriculture shall each year report 
to the appropriate committees of the Con-
gress with respect to a.dmin!stratlon of the 
section of the Act dealing with Importation 
of livestock carcasses, meats and meat prod-
ucts. The Act I!PecUles that this report shall 
include a. certification that foreign plants 
exporting such carcasses or meat or meat 
products for Importation Into the United 
States have complied with requirements at 
l east equal to all provisions or t he Act and 
regulations Issued thereunder. Such certifi-
cation can only be made If the supervisory 
inspection exercised by the national govern-
ment- or the countries In which such r~~­
eign plants are located Is adequate to main-
tain standards and operat!Dg procedures 
equivalent to those established by the United 
States m eat Inspection program. 
As a. result of the publication In the Fed-
eral Register of the notice of p'toposed 
amendment to § 327.2(a.) (1) of the regula-
tions, the Department received twelve letters 
ot comment--seven from foreign countries 
and five !rom American !arm and producer 
organJza.tlons. 
The Department ha.s carefully considered 
all of the information presented to it In 
these comments, and a ll other available In-
formation and has made the following de-
cisions on the proposal to amend the regu-
lnt lons untler the Federal Meat Inspection 
Act: 
Frequency of visit (Decision: Monthly su-
pervisory visits to each approved plant will 
be required.] ThiS decision Is necessary to 
assure uniform application of U.S. require-
men.ts to each certified esta.bllshmen t and 
to give the certifying foreign official current 
Information on which to base continuing 
certification of establishments. 
Report Of findings [Decision: Foreign su-
pervisors will be required to prepare written 
reports or· findings and make such reports 
available to Department representatives.] 
This decision will Insure that monthly 
visits are made and serve to Inform the De-
partment of the condition of the establish-
ment at the time of the supervisory visits. 
S..:ope of reports [Decision: Reports will 
cover requirements referred to In (a) 
through (!) of subdivision (11) or subpara-
graph (1), paragraph (a) of § 327.2.] 
This decision will insure that the monthly 
examination covers the criteria prescribed 
for approved establishments by § 327.2 .and 
permits exclusion from the report of matters 
not pe~tlnent to U.S. meat importation. 
These are the considerations on which the 
decisions were made. The specific amend-
ment to t!le regu$tions Is as follows: 
§ 327.2{a) (1) is amended by adding a new 
sub-division (lv) to read as follows: 
§ 327.2 Eligibility of foreign countries for 
importation of product into the United 
States. 
(a) • • • 
{ 1) ••• 
(lv} The foreign inspection system must 
maintain a program of periodic supervisory 
vtsi ts to each certified establishment to as-
sure that requirements referred to in (a) 
through (f) of subdivision (11) of this sub-
paragraph, at least equal to those of the 
Federal system or meat Inspection of the 
United States, are being met. A representative 
of the foreign inspection system shall make 
at least one such supervisory visit each 
month to each such establishment and pre-
pare a written report of his findings In respect 
to the requirements referred to in (a) 
through (f) of subdivision (11) of this sub-
paragraph, copies of which shall be available 
to the representative of the Department at 
the time of his review upon request by said 
representative to a responsible foreign meat 
inspection. official: Provided, That such visits 
and reports are not required with respect to 
any establishment during a period when the 
establishment is not operating or Ia not en-
gaged In producing meat food products. (Sec. 
21, 34 Stat. 1260, as amended, ·21 U.S.C. 621; 
29 F.R. 16210, as amended; 33 F.R. 10750). 
The foregoing amendment dJJfers In some 
respects from the proposal set forth In the 
notice ot rulemaklng. The differences are due 
to changes made purs'1ant to comments re-
ceived In the rulemaktng proceeding. It does 
not appear that further rulemaklng proce-
dure on the amendment would make addi-
tional Information available to the Depart-
ment. Therefore, under the administrative 
procedure provisions in 5 U.S.C. 533, it is 
found upon good cause that such further 
proceedings are unnecessary. 
The foregoing a.mendr:1ent shall become 
effective 30 days following publication of this 
notice in the Federal Register. 
Done at Washington, D.C. on: February 24, 
1970. 
ROY W. LENNARTSON, 
Administrator. 
[From U.S . Department of Agriculture For-
eign Agriculture Circular, September 1969] 
U.S. TRADE IN LIVESTOCK, MEAT, AND MEAT 
PRoDUCTS IN 1968 
SUMMARY 
The value of U.S. exports of livestock, meat, 
and meat products In 1968 totaled $427.0 mil-
lion, down !rom $450.2 mllllon in 1967 but 
5.0 percent above the 1961--65 average. Most 
of the decline in 1968 exports was due to de-
clines In the two major export categories--
tallow and greases, and hides and aklns. 
Nevertheless, tallow and greases, valued at 
$134.3 million, continued to be the leading 
category of experts; but their share of total 
exports declined to 31.5 percent from an 
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average of 36.3 percent drtng 1961--65. Bide 
and sldn exports, valued at •121.7 million, 
were dowu 4 .6 percent In 1966 but were 36.9 
percent aboye the 1961--66 average. Hides and 
skins are the second largest category of ex-
ports; their share of total exports waa 28.5 
percent In ~968, up from 21.9 percent during 
1961--66. Total red meat exports showed lm-
preslve gains In 1968, Increasing from f47.7 
million In 1967 to •62.0 million and repre-
senting 14.6 percent of total exports. VIrtu-
ally all of this Increase was acounted for by 
pork, exports--of which Increased from •17.8 
mllllon to •31.6 mllllon. Variety meat ex-
ports of $64.9 million were down 3.7 percent 
In 1968 but were 46.6 pereent above the 1961-
66 average and accounted for 12.9 percent of 
total 1966 exports. Lard exports, valued at 
•14.3 million, continued their downward 
trend from the 1964 high of $69.8 million. 
U.S. Imports of livestock, meat, and meat 
products reached a new high of $1,103.9 mil-
lion In 1968, an Increase of 18 percent over 
the previous year and were 32.8 percent above 
the 1961--66 average. Gains were recorded for 
all major categories of Imports In 1968, w1 th 
total red meats showing the greatest gain. 
Total red meats have Increased from 51.9 per-
cent of total Imports during 1961--65 to 66.6 
percent In 1968. Beef and veal was by far the 
principal meat Import, valued at !485.6 mil-
lion In 1968 and accounting for 44.0 percent 
of total Import value. Imports of wool ac-
counted for 13.2 percent or the value of 1968 
dmports; cattle, 8 .8 percent; and hides and 
skins, 6.4 percent. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, all 
too often and all too easily the beef pro-
ducers of this Nation are being charged 
with the high cost of beef in the market-
place and on the shelves in the super-
markets. 
For the record, could the distinguished 
Senator explain the difference between 
the price received on the hoof and the 
price the consumers have to pay in the 
marketplace? 
Mr. HRUSKA. I shall be delighted to 
explain it. That is one of my favorite 
themes and I never tire of reciting it. 
The fact is that the farmer and the 
rancher do not sell beef. They do not sell 
round steak, porterhouse steak, or ham-
burger. They sell cattle. I repeat, they sell 
cattle. 
The price of fat cattle on the market 
today in Chicago, Omaha, Minneapolis, 
or Kansas City is less in terms of 1970 
dollars than it was 20 years ago in terms 
of 1950 dollars. 
If there ls a difi'erence in the price of 
hamburger, the eyes of criticism and 
casti~ration should not be directed to the 
farmer and the rancher. There must be 
something somewhere between the time 
the sale is made by them and the time 
the hamburger is ground and placed on 
the retail counters. The farmer and the 
rancher cannot be held responsible for 
that. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, does 
the Senator recall offhand, or would he 
have to check with his wife, what the 
price of hamburger is today? 
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, I have 
not inquired of her lately. Frankly, I 
do not know what it is. I do know that 
it costs anywhere from 35 cents to 85 
cents for a hamburger sandwich in 'Ule 
restaurants. And I am confident that the 
hamburger meat is not worth that Il}Uch 
and that it does not cost that much. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I 
understand that lt is 70 to 75 cents a 
pound today, and hamburger Is made of 
the cheapest cuts. 
Mr. HRUSKA. The Senator Is correct. 
It is made of what they call the process-
ing or manufacturing beef. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. It is low-grade beef 
which goes into hamburger. How they 
can blame the stockmen for the wldll dis-
parity in price that exlBt.s which the con-
sumer has to pay when he goes to the 
supermarket or marketplace is beyond 
me. 
I am delighted that once again the 
distinguished Senator from Nebtaska has 
laid it out tor those who want to hear, 
those who are will.lng to look to see, that 
insofar as the beef Industry is concerned, 
the high prices do not result where the 
beef is produced, but where it is bought, 
and is, therefore, entirely out of the 
hands of the cattlemen. 
Mr. HRUSKA. That is correct. And I 
might state that the cost of producing 
a fat steer today is twice what it was 20 
years ago. Yet, the number of dollars re-
ceived by the farmers and ranchers is less 
than lt was when that critter was sold. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I hope 
that this homlly by the distinguished 
Senator from Nebraska will be taken to 
heart by the consumers of the country 
so that they wlll know where the blame 
lies for the high price of beef and meat 
and will be aware of this propaganda 
which seems to place the blame on the 
stock growing segment of our economy, 
a blame which properly does not belong 
there. 
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that I may have printed in the 
RECORD the text of S. 3942 and a column 
·by the distinguished team of Roscoe and 
Jeoffrey Drummond. 
There being no objection, the bill and 
article were ordered to be printed in 
RECORD, as follows: 
S. S9i2 
A bill to provide !or thorough health and 
sanitation Inspection of all livestock prod-
ucts Imported Into the United States, and 
!or other purposes 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 
Representatives of the Untted Statu of 
Amertca tn Congress assembled, That the 
Secretary or Agriculture Is directed to estab-
llah a system of thorough examination and 
Inspection of all livestock products Imported 
Into the United Statea, Including all fresh 
and frozen or chilled meats after thawing, 
providing !or such examination at the time 
of entry or before any processing or offering 
for sale to consumers, to prevent the entry 
of any "disease or d1strlbutlon of any un-
wholesome produ·cts. The Commissioner of 
Customs shall levy on such animal products 
entering the United States, In addition to any 
tariffs, a charge or charges set by the Secre-
tary or Agriculture, sumclent to defray the 
cost of such examination and Inspections 
and of United States surveillance or all es-
tablishments abroad slaughtering animals or 
processing a.nlmal products !or export to the 
United States. 
Is HRusKA BEEr BILL roa HI:ALTH oa 
P!IOTSCTIONIBM? 
(By Roscoe and Geolfrey Drummond) 
WASHINGTON .--special-Interest congresemen 
are going ~ fanta.atlc lengths to take advan-
tage or the high-protectionist madness now 
gripping both the House and the Senate. 
Industries are lining up In clusters to grab 
a share of the protectionist favol'S-6 do-
mestic market walli.ne out competition from 
Imports. This lets prices go where they wlll, 
which Is up. 
Politicians are lining up to hand out the 
goodies, and they see votes at hOme when 
they do. 
Just when you think that· the worst Is 
over, it Isn't. Something more comes out of 
the legislative factory now running at high 
speed for no good purpose and oiled for the 
coming elections. 
And who Is fashioning the latest bit of 
hlgh-orotectlonlsm gone berserk? None other 
than two of the normally most thoughtful 
and careful men In the Senate--the presti-
gious llberal majority leader, Mike Mansfield 
of Montana., and the distinguished Republl-
can conservative, Roman Hruska of Ne-
braska. 
They are proposing a restrictive trade 
measure which s~;tows what can happen when 
two usually reasona.ble and responsible men 
get caught up In the home-Industry, pro-
tectionist mania on the eve of a congressional 
election. 
It's a revealing case study becauae if theirs 
Is a good bill, then the liberal two-way trad-
Ing policy which has brought so much pros-
perity to the United States Is bed. 
The bill is presented aa a "health" bill-
which It Isn't--not as a keep-out-Imported-
meat bill, which It Is. 
Its purpose Is described aa provld1ng !or 
"thorough heal-th and sanlta.tlon inspection 
of all livestock products Imported Into the 
United States." And It Is specifically added 
that every can, every pound of fresh, frozen 
or chilled meat must be thawed and Inspect-
ed piece-by-piece at Its entry. 
Sens. Mans1l.eld and Hruska know that 
health-endangering meat Is not being Im-
ported Into the United States. They know 
that Americans are not dying or being made 
sick by poisoned-meat Imports. 
They know their proposed additional in-
spection. Is a trick, a gimmick designed to 
clo&e otr such mea.t Imports. 
They know that their bill would mainly 
hurt the poor, because the imports they are 
trying to keep out are mainly Ingredients !o~ 
hamburger and sausage. 
Maybe some few livestock men some-
where In Montana or Nebraska or else-
where--wm f\nd themselves benefited, but 
certainly not the consumer, certainly not 
agriculture as a whole and certainly not the 
nation's total economy. 
This Is special-Interest protectionism at Its 
worst. 
The health Issue Is phony. Says Dr. H . M. 
Steinmetz, of the Consumer and Marketing 
Service of the Agriculture Department: 
"Meat prepared In foreign countries tor im-
portation Into the United States Is equivalent 
to that produced under federal Inspection In 
our country." 
Is American ~!culture a limping Industry 
which can't compete 1n the world market? 
Not at all. American farmers exported a near 
record ot J6.6 billion In !arm commodit ies 
In the last -12 months and this Is a billion 
dollars more in commercial sales than the 
year before. 
We sell abroad far more !arm commodit ies 
than we buy abroad-over a third of our 
wheat corp, 40 percent or our soybeans. 60 
per cent or our rice. And If we apply un-
needed, discriminatory "sanitary" restric-
tions against countries selling meat to the 
United States there would Inevitably be re-
taliation. 
This Is one of the reasons why Aled P. 
Davies, vice president of the American Meat 
Institute, opposes the Mansfleld-Hruska 
atrocity. 
"The meat Industry," he says, "now finds 
a market In foreign countries or hal! a billion 
dollars yearly !or Its meat and livestock 
products. While the advocates of protection 
for U.S. livestock producers are endeavorln<: 
to build a fence around this country to keep 
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foreign products out, they will c11Boover that 
· !ences stop trade tn bath c11rectlons." 
No wonder President Nixon threatens a 
veto I! such madness e.s this gets through 
Congress. 
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, I am 
grateful that the Senator from Montana 
brought this· subject up. I was most 
happy to join him in this colloquy. It will 
no doubt set the record straight with men 
of good faith, and in the exchange of 
views and the information here perhaps 
their views will change a bit. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. If they do, I think 
it will be because of the clarity with 
which the distinguished Senator from 
Nebraska expressed himself and ex-
plained fue situation which confronts us 
on the basis of the column which was 
published throughout the Nation. 
July 28, 1970 
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